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nothing.   Coloured pictures attract every one and should be
widely used for our campaign.   There are two kinds :
(a) The wall picture,1 which should be a beautiful piece
of art to hang inside a home or school. There is a big
demand for them now in villages where the light and air
campaign has brought daylight into the homes. Previously
the only patch of wall that seemed bare was that opposite
the door, and that was invariably decorated. Now all the
walls look bare, and everywhere I go I see efforts being
made to decorate them with pictures, advertisements,
calendars, coloured paper, coloured clay ornaments,
polished utensils and so on.
Although money would be wanted at the start, the
picture industry would soon be largely self-supporting as
there is a genuine demand for bright pictures in all village
homes which have let in the light. Production would
naturally have to be on a scale which would admit of low
prices, and wide publicity would be wanted to assist quick
sales. If local bodies and institutions and co-operative
societies used them freely to adorn the walls of schools,
hospitals, etc., and they were distributed as part of prizes
and rewards they would soon begin to be known. It is the
housewife who will buy them, and it is to her notice that
they must be brought.
What a chance for bright and pretty pictures—the
housewife is very tasteful, so please do not insult her with
nasty, tawdry stuff ! We want good pictures of home and
village scenes suggesting—nothing more—the new village
life. Good pictures are very hard to get, as good painters
do not seem to know either our Punjab villages or our
uplift programme, and those who do know the villages
cannot paint ! This difficulty, however, can easily be
1 See pp. 32, 53.

